Chocolate Bars - Word Search

This word search is only for chocolate lovers. The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with backwards.

AERO
AFTEREIGHT
ALMONDJOY
ALMONDJOY
BABYRUTH
BARNONE
Bounty
BUTTERFINGER
CARAMILK
 CHARLESTONCHEW
CHUNKY
CRUNCH
DOVEBAR
GRANDSLAM
KINDERBUENO
KITKAT
KRACKEL
MARS
MILKYWAY
MOUNDS
MRBIG
NOUGATI
OHENRY
POWERHOUSE
POWERSICKS
ROCKYROAD
SKOR
SNICKERS
TOBLERONE
TURTLES
TWIX
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AERO CHARLESTONCHEW MARS ROCKYROAD
AFTEREIGHT CHUNKY MILKYWAY
ALMONDJOY CRUNCH MOUNDS
BABYRUTH DOVEBAR MRBIG
BARNONE GRANDSLAM NOUGATTI
BOUNTY KINDERBUENO OHENRY
BUTTERFINGER KITKAT POWERHOUSE
CARAMILK KRACKEL REESSESSSTICKS
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